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Brain tumors are the most common solid neoplasms of childhood, but they are very rarely

reported in children with Down Syndrome (DS), who develop more commonly different

types of malignancies. In particular, we hereby report the case of an 8-years-old child

with DS that presented to our attention for neurological and endocrinological issues.

Brain imaging revealed the presence of a mass that was partially resected revealing a

histological diagnosis of Pleomorphic Xanthoastrocytoma (PXA), a rare WHO grade II

tumor extending from the diencephalic region into the surrounding brain tissue. These

tumors can harbor the BRAF mutation p.V600E, targetable by the specific inhibitor

Vemurafenib. After confirming the presence of the mutation in the tumor, the patient

was treated with Vemurafenib. The treatment proved to be effective, leading to a partial

response and a stabilization of the disease. Usually, in patients with DS a reduction of the

dose of chemotherapeutic drugs is necessary. Vemurafenib was instead well-tolerated

as the only observed adverse effect was grade I skin toxicity. This is, to our knowledge,

the first case of a PXA reported in a child with DS and the first DS patient treated

with Vemurafenib.
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BACKGROUND

Down syndrome (DS) is the most common chromosome abnormality among live births, with an
incidence of ∼1 every 800 live births (1). It is characterized by a common phenotype that can
result from three main types of cytogenetic abnormalities: the most common is Trisomy 21 non-
disjunction, accounting for∼95% of cases; in about 3–4% of the cases, a Robertsonian translocation
involving chromosome 21 is found; the less common known abnormality is represented by Trisomy
21 mosaicism (47,+21/46), responsible for the remaining 1–2% (2).
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Children with DS exhibit a wide variety of medical conditions,
such as cognitive impairment, dysmorphic features, congenital
heart diseases, gastrointestinal abnormalities, reduction in visual
acuity and accomodation, hearing loss, endocrine, and immune
deficiencies (3).

Even though life expectancy in these patients has significantly
increased over the last decade, children with DS still have a higher
risk of neonatal and infant mortality when compared to children
without DS, because of the above mentioned comorbidities (4).

One of the most severe conditions associated with DS is
the development of malignant tumors, mainly acute leukemia.
On the other hand, solid tumors, and, in particular, brain
neoplasms are rarely reported in patients with DS, and therefore
the biological behavior and natural history of these tumors are
not well-described and understood. Whereas, several oncogenes
have been identified as responsible for the development of acute
leukemias in DS, little is known about the molecular basis of solid
tumors in this population.

Pleomorphic Xanthoastrocytoma (PXA) is a rare brain tumor
that most commonly affects children and young adults. The
prognosis is favorable when total resection is possible, but
in patients not amenable to the eradication, chemotherapy,
and/or radiotherapy are the only available therapeutic options.
However, these regimes rarely lead to a control of the disease
and the prognosis is generally poor (5). Between 60 and 65% of
grade 2 and grade 3 PXAs are BRAF p.V600E mutated (6, 7)
and treatment with Vemurafenib, a BRAF inhibitor approved
for the treatment of BRAF—mutated metastatic melanoma,
demonstrated efficacy in several cases of primary brain tumor,
including PXAs (8).

We hereby report, to the best of our knowledge, the first case of
a PXA harboring a BRAF p.V600Emutation in a patient with DS.

CASE PRESENTATION

An 8-year old boy with DS was referred to the DS outpatient care
unit of the Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital for progressively
impaired gait and signs of early puberty.

During neurological examination, a slight asymmetrical gait
pattern was noted. This anomaly was firstly attributed to the
general motor clumsiness typical of DS patients.When evaluating
sexual development, a Tanner Stage of P2G2 was observed, with a
bilateral testicular volume of 8ml. To confirm the clinical suspect
of early puberty, Gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)
stimulation test was performed. The results showed: basal FSH
of 0.7 mIU/mL and after LHRH administration: 3.78 mIU/mL;
basal LH was 1.3 mU/mL, and after stimulation: 20.11 mU/mL;
Testosterone basal level was 54.5 ng/dL, PRL, beta-HCG, DHEAS
and thyroid function were all normal. These results confirmed
the suspect of an early puberty of central origin and a brain
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) was then performed. The
brain imaging showed diffused pathological tissue, extending
from the left diencephalic region and involving the cerebral
peduncle caudally, the basal ganglia region cranially (globus
pallidus, putamen and posterior arm of the internal capsule), the
outer capsule laterally, the temporo-mesial cortex and subcortical

whitematter, which extended deeply to the anterior portion of the
temporal lobe, to the optic chiasm and bilateral retrochiasmatic
tract (Figure 1).

The patient underwent partial resection of the lesion and the
histopathological examination was compatible with the diagnosis
of WHO grade II Pleomorphic Xanthoastrocytoma. BRAF
p.V600E mutation was then assessed by immunohistochemistry
(Figure 2) and through Sanger sequencing of the BRAF gene,
revealing positive. Based on these results, after the parents of
the patient provided formal, informed consent and the therapy
was approved by Institutional Review Board, treatment with the
BRAF p.V600E inhibitor Vemurafenib was started. Initially, the
lower dose proved to be active in adults was administered (i.e.,
240 mg/day per os twice a day) and was later increased to 480mg
twice a day. After 32 months the therapy was discontinued, and
the disease remained stable 3 months after the stop therapy.

The only side effect reported was a transient follicular truncal
rash in the first month of administration with fickle subcutaneous
nodules, treated with local topical corticosteroids. No ECG
changes or/and suspected skin lesions developed.

A new brain MRI after 6 months of therapy demonstrated
an important reduction of the lesion and a substantial reduction
of enhancement, the last MRI (30 months after diagnosis)
demonstrated a stable disease (Figure 1).

Clinical response, with gait and movements improvement,
was also noted shortly after the beginning of therapy.

DISCUSSION

DS is associated with several hematological disorders occurring
at different ages. Neonates with DS may present with transient
asymptomatic blood count abnormalities such as neutrophilia,
thrombocytopenia and polycythemia. Within 1–2 months of life,
3–10% of infants with DS develop transient myeloproliferative
disease (TMD) (9). Despite a spontaneous regression in most
of the cases, TMD can be fatal or lead to the subsequent
development of myeloid leukemia in 20% of children with DS.
Children with DS also have an increased risk of developing
leukemia, their risk is, in fact, approximately 10 to 20 times
higher compared with children without DS (10). They represent
2% of all pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemias (ALL) and
10% of pediatric acute myeloid leukemias (AML). The presence
of somatic mutations involving GATA1 gene is associated
with acute megakaryoblastic leukemia (AMKL) in people with
DS (11).

In a study performed on 2,814 individuals with DS, the
authors have shown that the occurrence of cancer in DS is unique
with a high risk of leukemia in children and a decreased risk of
solid tumors, and amongst these brain tumors, in all age-groups
(12, 13).

The molecular basis of this paradox of tumorigenesis in DS
is not well-understood yet. Several experimental observations
have shown that DS should be a cancer-prone condition:
higher rate of whole chromosome and segmental chromosome
instability, increased DNA damage and defective DNA repair,
immunodeficiency and susceptibility to infections, oncogenes
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FIGURE 1 | MRI pre (a,d,g) and post Vemurafenib (b,c,e,f,h,i) coronal T2w (a–f) and sagittal Gd T1w (g–i) images show best response after 6 months (b,e,h) and

stable disease after 32 months (c,f,i).

on chromosome 21 (13). Also, abnormalities in DS related to
the extra-copy of chromosome 21 include upregulation of pro-
apoptotic and angiogenesis genes. For example, dysregulation
of the Notch/Wnt pathway has been associated with premature
aging processes in DS that may relate to leukemia (14).

On the other hand, however, cancer-inhibiting properties
have been observed in other genes on chromosome 21: the
APP gene, transcriptional factors such as ETS proto-oncogene
2 (ETS2), the angiogenesis suppressors Dscr1 and Dyrk1A and
the Collagen-18 gene whose fragment, endostatin, is an anti-
angiogenic compound (15, 16).

Adiponectin and leptin are both involved in signaling
pathways important in cancer in patients with DS. They have
an opposite role, in fact leptin has many cancer-predisposing
properties, such as pro-angiogenesis, reduction of apotosis,
activation of Wnt, and Notch signaling (17) and it can
also promote hematologic malignancies (18). Adiponectin, on

the contrary, has several cancer-inhibiting properties: anti-
angiogenesis, induction of apopotosis, activation of tumor-
suppressors, and activation of cell signaling pathways (19–21).
Several recent epidemiological studies (10, 22–27) showed that
the risk of all major groups of solid tumors was decreased in
patients with DS. Testicular tumors are an exception in this
regard, as they seem to occur three times more often than
expected in men with Down syndrome. The increased frequency
of cryptorchidism (27) and testicular microlithiasis (28) may
explain this evidence.

The association of DS with central nervous system tumors
is extremely rare. In 1966, Miller (29) reported that among
56.199 individuals with DS only 5 developed brain tumors
(estimated prevalence almost 9 per 100,000), while in the general
population the estimated prevalence is 47.59/100,000 (22.31 for
child, 48.49 for adolescents/young adults, and 57.75 for adult
population) (30).
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FIGURE 2 | Pleomorphic Xanthoastrocytoma. (A,B) Hematoxylin&Eosin staining shows a marked cellular pleomorphism, with the coexistence of several cell types.

(C) Strong positivity for GFAP in immunohistochemistry. (D) Positivity for BRAF V600E in immunohistochemistry.

In the United States, brain tumors have been reported
in 36 individuals with DS only, the vast majority of them
represented by specific histological subgroups such as germ cells
and mesenchymal tumors (13). Another study performed on
post-mortem autopsies of children with DS revealed that only 3
out of 104 children presenting a malignancy had developed brain
tumors (12).

One interesting example is Medulloblastoma. It is, in fact,
the most common malignant brain tumor of childhood, but is
particularly rare in the DS population and serves as perhaps the
best example of the disparity of solid tumors in these individuals
(31, 32). Similar to Medulloblastoma, Meningioma in DS was
reported in only one case (33).

In this report we have described the first case, to the
best of our knowledge, of Pleomorphic Xantoastrocytoma in
a child affected by DS. PXA is a very rare tumor, its typical
location is the temporal lobe and it usually involves both the
superficial and the overlying meninges (34). Histologically, PXA
is characterized by markedly pleomorphic cells, eosinophilic
granular bodies, prominent reticulin deposition and a superficial
meningocerebral location. PXA typically present a slow growth
rate at presentation and the most common presenting symptoms
are seizures. The overall survival rate is 80% at 5 years and 70%
at 10 years.

Although PXAs are generally considered indolent neoplasms,
they are associated with a higher frequency of recurrence,
malignant transformation, and death, compared with other low-
grade gliomas, such as pilocytic astrocytomas. The treatment
of PXA typically involves surgical resection followed by
radiological monitoring. Recurrent lesions or tumors that

demonstrate anaplastic features at primary resection are treated
with the same radiation and chemotherapeutic protocols
used for high grade gliomas such as anaplastic astrocytoma
and glioblastoma.

The mutation of the BRAF gene, which is typical of this
tumor (7, 35), involves the activation of theMAPKinase (MAPK)
pathway, which has been shown to be the main molecular
alteration present in Low Grade Gliomas (36). The most
frequent mutation is the point mutation that occurs at codon
600 (BRAF p.V600E) that results in substitution of valine by
glutamic acid.

Approximately 70% of pilocytic astrocytoma contain
duplication of BRAF gene, which is rare in PXAs (37). The BRAF
gene duplication leads to the formation of a fusion between the
KIAA1549 locus and BRAF and the resulting protein displays
a constitutively activated kinase activity, causing an aberrant
activation of the downstream MAPK/ERK pathway.

Hsiao et al. found the TMEM106B-BRAF fusion in a
case of PXA with anaplastic features in a 10-yr-old-female.
This alteration results in replacement of the amino-terminal
regulatory domain of BRAF with the amino-terminal region
of TMEMB106B. They demonstrated that the fusion results
in aberrant activation of BRAF signaling, with activation of
MAPK/ERK pathway (38).

Inhibitors of MAPK pathway have been considered as
a potential target therapy for these tumors. Among such
inhibitors, Vemurafenib, a competitive small molecule that
selectively recognizes the ATP binding domain of the BRAF
p.V600E mutant, has proved to be effective in the treatment
of metastatic melanoma, a neoplasm frequently associated with
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BRAF mutations. More recently, an activity of this drug was
proved also in pediatric BRAF p.V600E mutated malignant
astrocytomas (39).

In the case presented the mutation BRAF p.V600E was
screened in immunohistochemistry and later confirmed by
Sanger sequencing. This finding allowed us to treat the patient
with Vemurafenib. This is, to our knowledge, the first case of
a DS patient treated with Vemurafenib. The therapy proved to
be effective as the subsequent MRI staging evaluation revealed a
partial response (according to RECIST criteria) and later controls
proved a stabilization of the disease.

Children with DS often respond to chemotherapy treatment
as well as children without DS. However, they are more likely to
experience severe toxicity with standard chemotherapy regimens,
particularly those requiring methotrexate, and this often leads
to a reduction of the chemotherapy doses, leading to a less
effective treatment (5, 40). The treatment has been well-tolerated
by the patient without serious adverse effects, proving the safety
of the drug. The only adverse effect reported was grade one
skin toxicity.

The use of Vemurafenib has not yet been approved for
pediatric patients affected by brain tumors and DS. Although
central nervous system (CNS) tumors are the most common
pediatric solid organ tumor, they are very rare in patients withDS.
However, the possibility of development of brain tumors in DS
should be kept in mind, especially in case of unusual neurological
and endocrinological symptoms. In conclusion, we have shown
the safety and efficacy of Vemurafenib in a pediatric patient with
DS affected by PXA.
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